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Zero alcohol: The Zeroliq opens again
Berlin. The Zeroliq in Berlin-Friedrichshain was the first alcohol-free bar in Germany to
open in mid-March. After the end of the compulsory break, the team will be back behind
the counter on May 28th. It is possible to reopen early with the “tapas trick”. In contrast
to other bars, Zeroliq offers home-made vegan snacks to accompany drinks and can
therefore open like a restaurant.
“Zero liquor”, ie zero alcohol, is still the motto of the bar operators. Instead of alcohol,
they serve all sorts of healthy things. There are top-quality non-alcoholic wines and a
large selection of alcohol-free beers that have the potential to convert even beerlovers.
Nevertheless, nobody has to do without the typical bar flair in Zeroliq. Dark walls, warm
light and paintings in muted colors create a cozy atmosphere. All of this invites you to
linger and philosophical discussions can also be conducted soberly.
The non-alcoholic mixed drinks, the specialty of the bar, were developed by experienced
bartenders and change regularly. The menu includes creations with non-alcoholic rum,
herbal distillates and exotic fruits. The aim is to combine enjoyment, ambience and
health. Founder Slavena Korsun reveals: "We used the 'health break' to test other nonalcoholic drinks and try out new cocktails."
Visitors who want to know which cocktails are new on the menu can finally visit the bar
in Berlin-Friedrichshain again. The current reduced opening times are every Thursday
to Saturday from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

About the Zeroliq-Bar: The Zeroliq in Berlin-Friedrichshain is the first alcohol-free bar
in Germany. It offers its guests an extensive range of healthy cocktails, long drinks and
shots. There is also a large selection of non-alcoholic craft beers and wines. The name of
the bar is derived from the two words "zero" and "liquor" and thus stands for "zero
alcohol". Further information: zeroliq.com
Press contact: Slavena Korsun, founder, Tel. +49 1579 2374581, team@zeroliq.com
Slavena Korsun is an entrepreneur. She likes enjoyment and lives a health-conscious
lifestyle. Alcohol is not necessary for this. Her goal was to create a cozy place with an
appealing selection of soft drinks. That's how the idea of the alcohol-free bar in Berlin
arouse.
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